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Keel Reunion is on like Donkey Kong »

Living Colour - The Paris Concert

It’s hard to believe that Living Colour has been rocking us for over 25 years, and they are still doing it well. 

Since their reunion in 2000, the band been touring and releasing live recordings on a fairly regular basis.  The

band did convene long enough in 2003 to record Collideoscope, which was not a true return to form for the

band left many fans divided.  The band is set to release a new studio recording this year (tentatively titled

Chair in the Doorway) and hopefully the band will return to their roots.  One year after their last live DVD

release, Living Colour are back with The Paris Concert which is a 17-song, 107 minute which was recorded at

the New Morning club last year.

It is great to see the pioneers of funk rock back in action again after all of these years, and The Paris Concert is truly

representative of what you will get in a  live show from Living Colour.  The show was filmed in HD at the New Morning

Club in Paris in July of 2007.  The set list encapsulates the bands career featuring songs from all four of their studio releases

as well as a few covers and the new track Either Way which features vocals from bassist Doug Wimbish.  The show is shot

very vell and truly gives you a sense of being in the crowd.   Oh yeah, did I forget to mention that the band sounds great. 

Living Colour are truly firing on all cylinders and The Paris Concert will be enough to wet our chops until the next studio

release.  This is a true treat for Living Colour fans.

Bottom Line: A much stronger release than 2007’s  On Stage at the World Cafe Live.  You get a full set from the band and

more.

Ragman is bringing down the funk.
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We've seen 41,652 faces, and we've rocked them all
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